Information and cyber
security
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PRECISE. PROVEN. PERFORMANCE.

Information and cyber security

The risk of cyber-attack is growing exponentially as the opportunities
presented by technology and improved systems connectivity grow.
This threat to information security is an existential threat to many
organisations.
Breaches in the confidentiality, integrity or
availability of their data are significant, but
the loss of customer or stakeholder trust in

as well as in-depth technical and cyber
security skills. Our cost effective services
help you to:
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Securing digital channels is a complex
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• educate your senior management and
employees on security threats and how to

sure you blend education, architecture
and assurance in a way that is
appropriate to your operation.
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to your risk appetite;
• assure your process and technology,
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ensure your business operates according
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and standards environments to help you
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respond to these;
• architect your risk, policy, technology
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and technology controls have been

Effective cyber and information security

Building effective security into a fast moving

designed and operate effectively. This

requires people to behave in the right way.

business is a significant challenge. As with

checking could be independent, as a part

From senior management balancing risk

any pervasive risk, the key is to understand

of internal audit or as a routine part of

and reward when launching a new service,

the ‘parameters’ within which your

business and IT operations. However you

to software developers deciding whether

decisions on information security should be

choose to test, it is of critical importance

to deliver on time (without following

made and to ensure that everyone

that you test to identify and address

security checks) or late (with completing

understands and operates these. Our

weaknesses.

full security checks), most of your

security experts can help you combine these

employees will, at some point, have the

parameters into an information security

We have over 30 years’ experience of

opportunity to introduce insecurity into

architecture that is relevant and

testing and assuring security controls. Our

your organisation with a routine decision.

proportionate to your operation.

team comprises experts that have tested

We have designed a suite of education,

Assure

training and awareness services to help

Weaknesses in your security controls will

Manage

your employees and management make

appear through error, misconfiguration

Security can be a complex and fast moving

the right decision for your organisation.

or the emergence of an entirely new,

area. Understanding the threats, how they

previously undocumented vulnerability. We

apply to you and how to respond requires

Educating your employees on security

have found that these weaknesses arise

experience and expertise that is not

threats and helping them develop the right

however diligent you are in building and

available to many organisations. We have

behaviours to respond to these is therefore

operating services. Your security programme

therefore designed our security

critical to building and maintaining an

should therefore rely heavily on a constant

management service help make sure you

effective security programme.

process of checking whether your process

have the right person running your security

security at large and small organisations.

programme at the right price.

“However you choose to test, it is of critical
importance that you test to identify and
address weaknesses.“

Our management services rely almost
exclusively on our expert security resource,
and combine many of the themes in our
‘Educate’, ‘Architect’ and ‘Assure’ solutions.
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Moore Stephens in the UK
Moore Stephens is the UK’s 9th largest
independent accounting and consulting
network, comprising over 1,995 partners and
staff in 37 locations.
Our objective is simple: to be viewed by
clients as the first point-of-contact for all their
financial, advisory and compliance needs. We
achieve this by providing sensible advice and
tailored solutions to help clients achieve their
commercial and personal goals.
Clients have access to a range of core and
specialist services including audit and tax
compliance, business and personal tax, trust
and estate planning, wealth management, IT
consultancy, governance and risk, business
support and outsourcing, corporate finance,
restructuring & insolvency and forensic
accounting.
Our success stems from our industry focus,
which enables us to provide an innovative
and personal service to our clients in our
niche markets. Specialist sectors include
charities & education; culture, entertainment
& media; energy, mining & renewables; family
offices; financial services; hotels & hospitality;
insurance; manufacturing & engineering;
member organisations & trade unions; owner
managed businesses; professional practices;
public sector; real estate & construction;
shipping & transport; sports & leisure; and
technology.

Contact information
If you would like further information on any item within this
brochure, or information on our services please contact:

Steve Williams – Partner
steve.williams@moorestephens.com

Mathew Ring – Director
mathew.ring@moorestephens.com

Shaun Dodson – Director
shaun.dodson@moorestephens.com

Kami Nuttall – Associate Director
kami.nuttall@moorestephens.com

Moore Stephens globally
Moore Stephens globally

Moore Stephens International Limited is a
Moore Stephens International Limited is a
global accountancy and consulting network,
global accountancy and consulting network,
headquartered in London.
headquartered in London.
With fees of US$2.7 billion and offices in 103
With fees of US$2.7 billion and offices in
countries, you can be confident that we have
103 countries, you can be confident that we
access to the resources and capabilities to meet
have access to the resources and capabilities
your needs. Moore Stephens International
to meet your needs. Moore Stephens
independent member firms share common
International independent member firms share
values: integrity, personal service, quality,
common values: integrity, personal service,
knowledge and a global view.
quality, knowledge and a global view.
By combining local expertise and experience
By combining local expertise and experience
with the breadth of our UK and worldwide
with the breadth of our UK and worldwide
networks, clients can be confident that,
networks, clients can be confident that,
whatever their requirement, Moore Stephens
whatever their requirement, Moore Stephens
will provide the right solution to their local,
will provide the right solution to their local,
national and international needs.
national and international needs.

Moore Stephens LLP, 150 Aldersgate Street, London EC1A 4AB
T +44 (0)20 7334 9191
www.moorestephens.co.uk
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